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U.P.R.S.
Demands

P-1 's
Reopening
On Thursday, September 25, 1975 at
l :00 PM loud shouts of, "What do we wantP-l !11, echoed in the halls of Northeastern.
The picket line commenced in front of the
library and soon left to the offices of
Vice President Jose Morales and the Counseling Center. Soon after that they went
to the President's office. The Union
for Puerto Rican Students were demanding
that Portable l be opened for U.P.R.S.
use.
Portable I, which has always belonged
to Proyecto Pa'Lante, had been open to
the U.P.R.S. for three years under the
supervision of Maximina Torres, then advisor to the U.P.R.S. After a series of
fights among students P-1 was ordered
closed and since that time the U.P.R.S.
has been attempting to have P-1 reopened.
Just the day before, September 24, students of the U.P.R.S. had met with Vice
President Morales to demand that same

thing. Mr. Morales had stated to them
that P-1 belonged to Proyecto Pa'Lante
and that he could not open it for U.P.R.S.
use.
After hours of negociating a statement
of an agreement between the U.P.R.S. and
the administration of Northeastern lllJnois University regarding the usage of
P-1 was agreed upon:
l. P-1 will be open 8:00AM-9:00PM on
Mondays through Fridays. Saturday
from 8:00AM-1 :OOPM, and other times
by special permission and arrangement.
2. The office will be open to use by
the Union for Puerto Rican Students
and under the administration and
supervision of Aida Sanchez, the
• Puerto Ricancounselor. The Union
will have access to the telephone and
will retain tbe filing facilities for
the Union's exclusive use.
(con't on page 6)

Puerto Rican Poets
FROM THE BELLY OF THE SHARK
Section on Puerto Rican Poets

a unique style of writing, every word
gives the poem some meaning.
The book is divided into three
sections, one where Cruz writes
about his thoughts, how he sees this
mean life in the slums of New York
city. He writes about his travels to
different cities of the United States,
how every city is a world in itself.
The last section Cruz writes about his
country--Puerto Rico; he noticed that
people are trying to become more
American as the hours pass by. He
writes how businessmen and American
corporations control this land where our
mothers are from, "island sitting in the
wind, all pregnant with beauty and
sweetness.••
In all three sections Cruz expresses
his culture in most of his poems,
either by putting Spanish words or
some object or value of his Puerto
Rican culture:

These are angry Puerto Rican poets
who are screaming out exactly what
America and its petty philosophy
means to a people coming to this
country with high expectations; to
find out that I iberty, equality, and
justice, are mere words if you're not
an Anglo. These poets are saying to the
world, look! Look at the sad reality of
what happens to a nation of people in
this great, wonderful land called
America; overflowing with wealth,
technological ingenuity, a~ pride. See
what happens if you're not white, you're
not right, and so your expectations are
spit upon. These poets are writing to
the Puerto Rican people in Amerikkka,
11 a people with so much pride, 11 come to
be humilated in every aspect of the
word. Forced to I ive in the slums of
the city, left by some other non-white
group; here is where your children
wil I grow up to become pimps, drug
addicts prostitutes, alcoholics, or any
profession society thinks so much of.
Here is where you rot your 1 ife away
''working in those tombs called
factories," This is a dreamland, where
you dream your 1 ife away. These are
angry poets who are fed up with the
bullshit America claims to be. They
know all to well that the institutions,
everythin~ in this racist country is
geared towards the Anglo and if you
want to advance in society you need a
white mask and the emblem of America---$.
One can feel the hostility coming from
these poems, these are people who have
been and seen not what America preaches,
but what it practices-----racism .

And you laugh as tall as
palm tree.
And you taste as good as
pastel es.
Although the poetry was a little hard
to follow, in the process of this
review project I have come to appreciate poetry, especially poetry expressing
the thoughts and ideas of my people.
DESPERTANDO(waking up)-poems by
Dav (d Hern~ndez

MAINLAND: poems by Victor Hern6ndez Cruz
Mainland is a book of poems written
by a Puerto Rican poet residing in the
United States. Cruz is an acknowledged
poet, who's poems have appeared in
variest prominent magazines.
Uni ike the poetry of David Hernindez,
Cruz's poetry is difficult to understand,
one has to read it several times to
grasp the message Cruz conveys. He has

G)

Despertando is a book of poems
written by a Puerto Rican living here in
Chicago. The poems are about Puerto
Ricans existing in this giant city of
"wind blown dreams;" their frustrations,
happiness, experiences, dreams, and
their reality. The poetry of David
Hernlndez tells a story of a people trying hard to find meaning in a racist
society that refuses to deal with their
problems of the city.
In his poetry Hernandez draws a
vivid picture of what happens to him
and his people when they exist in the
slums of Chicago. How they are forced
to live in their own world; unseen,
1unheard, , shut off from main society.

He explains how some keep struggling to
get out of the vicious circle of their
lives, while others give up and take to
some form of escapism.
Dav(d Hernindez's poetry is simple to
read, simple to understand but the message is something that leaves an impression; it makes you really see aspects of I ife you either have taken
for granted or you haven't seen at
all. He has something to say and he
says it, he doesn't care about style or
good English, he says it the way
he feels it----the only way he knows.
Hern~ndez writes about the filth,
the corruption, discrimination, the
exploitation he sees and encounters every day. He writes about the confused, disillused, hopeless Puerto
Rican people crowded into slums by
racist America. He writes about himself:
ind my mind is filled with
hope and other things, things
I knew nothing of but expected,
expected but knew nothing
of.
The title of the book (Despertando)
means that the Puerto Ricans are awaking
and noticing that they have been
oppressed too long and the time has come
to demand changes from racist America.
SNAPS-poems by Victor Hern£ndez Cruz
In this book of poems, Cruz writes
about people and their lives in the
slums of the cities of America, the
science and art of existing day to day
in these slums. He talks about his
fr~ends and associates who live along
with him; some are drug addits, others
are playing the game of the cool,
slick, stud---a product of the gettho,
while still others are trying to move
up in society, into that dream called
middle class.
Cruz writes about the women in his
life; the ones he loves, the ones he
disliked, the ones he uses and doesn't
think twice about it. These women do
not really know what to expect out of
1 ife among so much hopelessness, ~o way

to get out of this caste system. Cruz
writes about himself, exactly how he
feels on certain days: got high, read,
wrote, feel depressed, lonely. He
writes about his experiences in and out
of Frankl in Jail. Cruz is aware that
America is a racist society where the
values and contribution of non-white
groups are negated and so he says:
saw the indians on t.v.
in my heart & mind
they kick the white man
in the ass.

&

Cruz dedicates some of his poems to
Puerto Rican musicians (i.e. Eddie
Palmieri, Ray Barretto, Joe Batan) and
Cruz does a splendid job of bringing
their music to life in his poems. There
is no doubt that Cruz has that Ricanism
in his blood and he expresses it very
vividly in his poems.
I did not find this book as difficult
to understand as the first book by
Cruz, for some unexplainable reason.
Again I must say that Cruz has a magnificent style of writing uni ike other
poets.
THE PUERTO RICAN POETS
Edited by Alfredo Matilla and Siltn
The poets in this anthology are very
patriotic, they express their love and
concern for Puerto Rico in their poems.
From the poets before 1955 to the poets
of the present, you find that inner
love for the land of our mothers. Some
of the poets 1 ive in their home land-Puerto Rico,others live in the mainland
but I believe, evident from the poems,
that the bridge of feelings and concern
for their country is equal.
The poets write abouc ~uerLu KICO,
a colonial possession of the United
States. How through its mechanism of
imperialism the United States is
attempting to destroy the rich culture
and heritage of the Puerto Rican people.
Trying to make us forget our language
and history to assimulate to all that
is Anglo. The poets write about
other facets of life that the yanki
government controls and uses for

listen to the grand 11 accordes 11 ;
the 11 congas 11 , the 11 guiros 11 , the 11 bongos 11
11 la salsa"
(catapan, pam-pam, catapan, pam-pam)
sing your 11 boricua 11 heart out
(catapan, pam-pam, catapan, pam-pam)
improvise a heavy 11 copla 11
and take a long sip
of warm, illegal beer
(pam, catapan, catapan, pam-pam)

(con 1 t from page 7)
ject, U.S.L . L. Speakers will be Lance
Haddi- Chicago attorney who attended the
trial of Victoria Three, Juan MendezPuerto Rican Socialist Party, Rita Simsformer citizen of Dominican Republic, and
Maria Siegal- Com. to Free the Victoria
Three.
We demand the Freedom of Sampson, Gandia, and Garcia, and a world where man
will not exploit man.

the 11 jara 11
in the corner;
suspiciously watching,
derisively smiling ,
the billy club swinging,
and not understanding,
is ready to jump on his prey.
(catapan, pam-catapan, pam)

Alfredo Mendez

QUE ONDEE SOLA is published at Northeastern
I 11 inois University. The opinions expressed in Q.O.S. do not necessarily reflect
those of the administrat i on. Responsibi1 ity of its content lies solely with its
staff. We appreciate and encourage any
and all suggestions or contributions.
QUE ONDEE SOLA
Northeastern Ill . Univ .
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis
Chicago, Ill 60625
Editor .. . .. . B. Morales
Advisor . . ... Chuck Torre
Staff Members :
Aixa Serrano, Jose Galarza, Maria Rodriguez, Tony Colon, Alfredo Mendez
Special Thanks to Ivan Porrata and
Adolfo Porrata

hey, here comes Danny
and Johnny and Jose
a conga, a trobone, and a trumpet
11 y arriba el
bembe 11
and there is Jimmy
stutting along and
swinging his arms
as if he owned
the air they displace
he walks cockily
defying the world
"con su ademan 11
(pam, catapan, catapan, pam-pam)
and the green synthetic grass
of Humboldt Park
enjoys the thump
of those Puerto Ricans' feet
(catapan, pancatapam, pam)

POESIA
BEMBE AT HUMBOLDT PARK
(or The Rican Lament)
summer's here , shining, burning
the litter on division street
thru which I walk;
and illuminating the dirty
tenement buildings
adding a new light
to my 11 barrio 1 s 11 drabness.
but nevertheless, the less, the less,
they laugh, they sing, they dance;
and toil, and work and try
to exist
in their excrement of their
poverty.

the pollutes air waves
my brothers' Rican lament
mix with their burden
as they sing it, laugh it, dance it.
but nobody hears
or cares, nor shares.
only the conga feels
the bleeding soul of their
po
ver
ty .•...

©

By Carmelo Rodriguez
(to my brothers Danny , Jose, and
Juan and Jimmy)
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(can't from page 1) TAKEOVER ...
its own interest (i.e. political,
economical). Some of the poets who
reside in the cities of the United
States write about the reality of
living in the slums. Desperately
trying to maintain that Puerto Rican
culture in a society that looks down
upon anything that is not Anglo. The
authors, Matilla and Silt'n summarize the
latest poetry of the Puerto Ricans:

3. The Union for Puerto Rican Students
will have exclusive use of P-1 from
1 :OOPM-2:00PM on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

4. There will be no administrative
change without prior consultation and
agreement with the U.P.R.S.
5. When Proyecto Pa'Lante is not using
P-1 all other Latino groups will
have use of P-1
This agreement holds until January 31,
1976 at which time a committee of students
faculty, and administrative staff will
make a recomendation for all student activities space.
P-1 was opened on Friday, September
26, at 12:00PM. However many people,
administrators, and students alike are
dissatisfied with the decision. Mr.
Cliff Harralson, director of the
Commuter Center seemed very upset about
the reopening of P-1 for club use. We
asked him how the Commuter Center provides
rooms for clubs and he replied, "We have
tried to give organizations equal space.
The medias are given permanent space
because they are serving all students, but
when it comes to Independent clubs it is
impossible to assign a room to one organization individual ly. 11
•~hy do you think the Union has been
granted this space?"
11 1 have no
idea, because I haven't
talked to Dr. Mullen. The Commuter Board
has met and has written up a letter going against ·the President's re-assigning
of a committee to accomodate space. I
feel that this is the work of the Commuter Service. That is why we are here.
I'm upset. I want the board to get their
assigned work and I also want the President to re-evaluate his decision because
I don't want to deal with all other organizations which will demand space. 11

Puerto Rican poetry of
the twentieth century,
in Puerto Rico as the agony
of the ghetto (in the
colony and the metropolis)
and against the imposition of
a crushing colonial state of
mind. It is a battle against
the occupation of our soil and
our culture by the United
States. It is a summons to
awaken from this broken
English dream and assume the
Puerto Rican and Latin
American essence that belongs
to us.
Wi 1fredo Cruz

Get Involved

'
•

STUDENT FILM MAKERS PLAN NEW
PRODUCTION.

IMAGE FILM WORKSHOP, a student film
making group at Northeastern, will have
a production meeting Tuesday, October 16,
at 1 :00 o'clock at the workshop, room
E-SOA, below the main cafeteria. The
workshop will need people interested in
script writing, audio recording, lighting
for . film, 16mm film editing, and camera
people to plan and produce a film this
winter. At this meeting prospective members will preview "David Hernandez-Street
Poet", a twelve-minute film about a Chicago Latino street poet, that was produced
by the IMAGE FILM WORKSHOP this past summer.
•
"David Hernandez-Street Poet" wi 11 be
shown for the public on Thursday, November
6th at 8:00 p.m. in 1-002 in the Classroom
Building.,

Bart Morales

©

g up poll t
~tudent media

Socialists Jailed in Dominican Republic
1975) reveals the Imperialist strategies
of the United States being used against
the Puerto Rican 1 iberation movement.
This issue broadly covers everything related to the kidnapping of our three
companeros by the puppet government of
Joaquin Balaguer. It should be understood however, that this is a conspiracy of the U.S. government against the
Puerto Rican national 1 iberation movement. The Dominican Republic has let
itself be used for this conspiratory plot.
For the past three months the three
Puerto Ricans have been denied their
civil rights, human rights, faced continuous repression and imprisonment.
Their trial was Kangaroo and they were
condemned to 30 years of hard labor.
This imperialist act must be combatted by the people of the world. It is
the duty of all people to see to it that
all human rights are granted in all parts
of the world. It is our duty to see to
The jailing of three Puertoit that justice is granted and that the
rican socialists by Dominican Army is
three
are set free.
a perfect example of this imperialist
Presently the three Puerto ~icans ar e
tactic of welding together all reactstill imprisoned. The Puerto Rican Soionary forces under the ideological bancialist Party and other progressive
ner of anti-communism .
groups and individuals are actively
On June 1, the Dominican Army arworking for the freedom of Sampson,
rested John Sampson, Angel Gandia, and
Raul Garcia. The arrest was not known
Gandia , and Garcia. For the last several months rallies, demonstrations,
for over a week until accusations that
petitions, and other actions have been,
the three had smuggled guerillas into
carried out. Out of these actions, the
the Dominican Republic by the Joaquin
Balaguer regime. Although no formal
prisoners have been granted some civil
accusations were made before any court,
rights, but we must continue to struggle
nor were they allowed to see lawyersfor their freedom. We must continue to
Dominican or Puerto Rican. While adenounce the anti-popular and repressive nature of the Balaguer Regime,
waiting trial, the three were subjected to continuous and cruel tortures
which serves the interest of National
and kept incommunicado for 21 days.
Imperial ism. We must continue to send
In the Claridad issue of July 6,
telegrams and letters to the United
1975, in the article entitled "BoricuStates Department of State protesting
as Reveal Torture", the fol lowing is
the conspiracy between the U.S. and
written: "The Puerto Ricans imprisoned
Dominican authorities.
In Chicago a rally wil 1 be held while this
in Santo Domingo confirmed to the Delearticle goes to press. The rally will be
gation of Puerto Rican lawyers who ininterviewed them that they had been subheld at the Federal Building, 219 S. Dearjected to continuous torture. It beborn. The rally is sponsored by Federacame known that the Puerto Ricans were
cion Univ~rsitaria Social ista Puertoriquebeaten for many days by Dominican mil ina (FUS~), New American Movement, New
tary personnel who used rubber stl~ks
World Resource Center, Puerto Rican Socialist Party, Puerto Rican Solidarity
and electrical instruments on thefr
Committee, Revolutionary Steelworker's
hands and feet. An article entitled,
Caucus, Rising Up Angry, Sojourner Truth
"Support Our Kidnapped Comrades", by
Florencio Merced (CLARIDAD, June 29,
\..!,_} Organization, Third world Awareness Pro(con't on page 4)
I n recent yea rs imper i a I i sm
has considerably intensified
its idealogical diversions as
a necessary preliminary to aggresive action. Using armed
force and exporting counter
revolution it attempts to turn
back the wheel of history to
smother the flame of revolutionary struggle in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, to
wage an attack on the working
class and the forces democracy
in capitalist countries and
to sap the strength of the
socialist world. Imperialism
wants td weld together all reactionary forces under the
idealogical banner of anticommunism.''
L. Skvortsov
11

'J"

Education & Bi- Cultural Identity
One question that is being repeatedly asked by our people is, "What are
the implications of growing up in a bicultural and poverty stricken environment?"
How are our children hindered in
their attempts toward development of an
identity; something that plays a major
role in mental effectiveness? This is a
question that needs much thought if we
are to overcome many of our problems.
The socio-economically disadvantaged student is more than likely to be
poorly prepared to progress in the oldfashioned and traditional school atmosphere. Because of developmental aspects
in the family life and their social background, which are different from the experience of higher class students, the
child is likely to be handicapped in approaching a level of academic abilities
that require a wide range of cognitive
skills. The language skills that the socio-economically disadvantaged child possesses seems to show a weakness in the usage of abstract symbols in language and
vocabulary usage and reading comprehension. These children are more capable in
hand] ing public language, which is not
well suited in employing verbs, and
somewhat better in indescriptive adjectives. Their expression is best inspontaneous and unstructured situations.
The language skills possessed by the
ghetto child may not prepare him as well
as those of the middle-class or even
the lower-class children for traditional
academic demands.
Since American life is dominated
by middle-class standards, the disadvantaged child will tend to reject this
and be more concerned with aspects of
life which are more self-centered. By
self-centered I mean things that are relevant or more close to home. Motivations and drives are present! But long
ranged planning is not part of their understanding. The present and the near
present is what concerns these children.
The biggest stumbling block that
these children face when in school is a
sense of discrimination. This plays a
major role in their rejection of education. The bitter taste left in their
mouths when they realize that the teacher has these low expectations about them.

These low expectations are based on their
low I .Q. scores. Do these I .Q. tests
measure the true intelligence of these
children? I believe that these tests
contain a great deal of cultural biases.
Thus some children will score high and
some score low, and much more of their
scores have absolutely nothing to do
with cognitive skills.
I believe that it is time that educated people realize that being underprivileged doesn't entail stupidity or
unculturedness. The loss of trust entail this bitter idea. Thus many of our
children and friends develop defensive
mechanisms to shield themselves from
society. They develop little gang societies or become offensive toward any
type of organized educational system.
Usually the majority of the harm is inflicted upon our own people. These children need reinforcement from others, so
that there is meaning to what they are
doing , that there is meaning to their
lives. Membership in a gang is not so
much a defensive stand toward society,
but a destructive offensive stand toward
one-self. These children need reinforcement to their identity. They deserve a
chance to search themselves for values
by which they can lead their own special
and unique life. We must help each other
overcome the split between what society
is pressuring them to accept and the inner
ideas of cultural values, which until recently have been negated if a person was
to promote his self-enrichment in the
melting pot of American indoctrination.
Jose Galarza

Do You Need
a Tutor?

To all those students needing tutoring,
P.royecto Pa'lante is offering tutoring
in such areas as Spanish, Sociology,
Biology, Math, Speech, Political Science,
Puerto Rican History, and Chemistry.
Any one interested or having any
questions should pick up a schedule in
P-2 (portable 2) or approach Aida Sanchez.
EVERYONE IS WELCOME TO PARTICIPATE!

.fl

